Winter 2021

Pacific Seaplanes: A Summer Discovery by Jack Funk
Here on Vancouver Island, there are some interesting aviation
things to be discovered. Early this summer we experienced
the ‘Heat Dome’. At this time my wife and I were camping
near Nanaimo, and decided to go for a drive in our air
conditioned truck. We cruised the Cedar / Yellow Point area
and checked out a resort on Quennell Lake. As I looked
across the lake I could see two Beech 18s and a Cessna 180
on floats near a hangar.
This aroused my curiosity. We decided to drive around the
lake to investigate, and finally noticed a small sign saying
C-FKAK, Quennell Lake, Summer 2021
“Pacific Seaplanes”! We turned into the driveway. I entered
the open hangar. Two men were working on a plane. I asked if I could have a look around. The man who
appeared to be the boss very enthusiastically showed me the operation.
Randy Hanna, owner operator of this company spoke as a true patron of the Beech 18. He claimed to have
33,000 accident free hours on Beech 18s! The Beech 18 was in continual production from 1937 until 1969! Over
9,000 were produced! I recalled seeing one of these iconic aircraft at YVR seaplane base a few years back. Randy
said that this particular airplane, Reg # C-GGGF was built for the military in 1953. Retired from the military in
1968 it served with several companies across the continent. In 1995 this plane was shipped to Thailand to be
used in the film The Phantom. In 1997, this Beech 18 was shipped to Hawaii for the movie Godzilla. Pacific
Seaplanes is a relative newcomer, having been formed in 2015. Charters and flights to Tofino, Bamfield and Port
Alberni from YVR are among services offered by this unique company. Grounded during the pandemic, the
enthusiastic staff is gearing up to return to service in the near future.
The current Pacific Seaplanes fleet consists of 5 seaplanes:
•
•
•
•
•

Beech 18 C-GGGF
Beech 18 C-FKAK
Nomad (Piper Aztec) on floats C-GFOB
Nomad (Aztec) undergoing float conversion C-GXGD
Cessna 180 C-FHIJ

According to Randy the ownership costs are much less than
comparable turbine aircraft. There is a huge stock of parts
available. Another interesting thing noted by Randy is that when
C-GGGF departing YVR, 2018
they pull into a dock near one of these newer floatplanes they receive comment; “I wish I could fly in that cool
looking airplane!
I wish Pacific Seaplanes all the best as they live up to their slogan: We Fly There!

Winter 2021
After a very busy summer, our attendance has slowed for the winter
months, as is usual. We saw some 803 guests in October and 738 in
November.
A successful AGM was held in October, with a large turnout. A
quorum of 47 was needed and we had 72 members in attendance in the Henderson Hangar. A
delicious barbecue lunch was organized by Mike Ingram and the enthusiastic gathering was rewarded
with a positive financial report. Several proposed changes to the constitution and bylaws were approved
with 83% in favour; this presents a very clear message to the new board. Your new board includes:
Laura Lavin, president; Peter Garnham, Vice President; Mac Duffield, secretary; Bob Saunders,
Treasurer; and Directors Mike Ingram, Dave Jackson, Doug Kobayashi, Steve Nichol, and Pat Phillips.

With the recent flooding and now the snow, we are now expecting the Piasecki helicopter to arrive in
late spring. We are currently putting a Controlled Goods Program into place at the museum in order to
acquire the CF104. This is a federal registration and compliance program that regulates access to
controlled goods in Canada, and will allow the museum to further acquire any items including
components and technology (for example, blueprints and technical specifications in paper or electronic
format), with strategic significance or national security implications.
A small Remembrance Day Ceremony organized by Terry Milne and Stan Brygadyr was held at the Lt
Robert Hampton Gray, VC, DSC, RCNVR Memorial Monument on November 11. A wreath and
flowers were laid and John McCrea’s poem In Flanders Fields was read by Michael Zwicker. It is hoped
this tradition of remembrance will continue in some way in future years.
Good news on the volunteer front! We are very fortunate to have Gary West come to the museum and
volunteer as our new volunteer coordinator. Gary has an impressive background as a senior law
enforcement officer along with an extensive background in human resources management. Gary has
been interviewing current volunteers as well as bringing new volunteers in to help out in a variety of
positions in the museum.
The museum was very fortunate to be included in an episode of a new series scheduled to begin on the
History Channel on January 13, 2022. Lost Car Rescue features Matt Sager and his team of passionate
car hunters, who recover rare vehicles hidden where no one else can find them. The team’s car hunting
style is unique in that they travel by air and land using classic equipment including a 1948 Stinson
airplane. The BC Aviation Museum will be featured in the series sixth episode on the Maze race car.
We are in need of some volunteers to help organize two upcoming events. We hope to hold a Kidsfest
on Family Day, February 21 2022, and an Open House to celebrate our 35th anniversary in 2022, if we are
able. Events help us to connect with the broader community and to celebrate our very significant
achievements over the years. Both our Family Day event and our 35th Anniversary event will need
approximately 30 volunteers to go ahead and operate successfully. Please contact Gary if you can help
with preparation or on the day, garywest@bcam.net by 10 January. If we do not have enough volunteers,
we will not be able to hold these events.
Please feel free to contact me or any of the board members with questions or comments. We all want to
ensure the BC Aviation Museum is at its best at all times and good communication is the best way to
accomplish that.
Sincerely, Laura Lavin,
President BC Aviation Museum

Important Upcoming Dates
January - April 2022

Looks like we are now well and truly in the fifth wave of the pandemic, thanks
to the highly contagious but maybe not as serious Omicron variant. As a result, Museum
activities will continue to be affected as follows.
Speaker nights, volunteer lunches and other museum events are cancelled or postponed
until further notice - however, since the Norseman News is published only four times a year,
and pandemic-related events can change almost by the week, please continue to check
happenings at the Museum’s website or current Slipstream magazine for dates and events.
The Museum is currently open Thursdays through Mondays, from 10am til 3pm.
Masks are required for everyone visiting or working at the Museum.

Membership Renewals
For those members who
renew at the end of the
calendar year… it’s that time
again! A membership form is
at the end of the newsletter.
A new system is in place: membership no longer runs on a calendar-year basis.
Subscriptions to the BC Aviation Museum now run for 12 months from the time you sign
up. New membership fees appear on the form. The new rates on the form take effect on
1 April, but you can still join at the old rate until then. As always, it is well worth taking
out a life membership if you’re able.

And think about volunteering!
The Museum is always looking for volunteers to
take on various roles, from working the till and
welcoming visitors, to guiding tourists, to working
on the collection, to helping out on special events.
Contact Volunteer Coordinator Gary West if you’d like to help. Gary’s contact details are
at the end of the newsletter.

Board of Directors Election 2021
The Covid-delayed 2021 Annual General Meeting of the Museum, held on October 23, 2021, saw the
election of five directors to the Museum’s nine-member Board. Re-elected were Dave Jackson and Mike
Ingram. Newly-elected were Laura Lavin, Peter Garnham and Steve Nichol. These five
individuals join the four directors who are completing the second year of their two-year terms. The four
continuing directors are: Bob Saunders, Doug Kobayashi, Mac Duffield and Pat Phillips.
The Board subsequently selected four individuals to serve in executive roles:
Laura Lavin – President
Peter Garnham – Vice President
Mac Duffield – Secretary
Bob Saunders – Treasurer
Museum members will be familiar with the re-elected and continuing Board Members:
Bob Saunders – Treasurer
Dave Jackson – Past President and Displays Team
Doug Kobayashi – Director at Large and Operational Planning Team
Mac Duffield – Secretary
Mike Ingram – Past Vice President and Acquisitions Team
Pat Phillips – Director responsible for Facilities Maintenance
Some members may be less familiar with the three newly elected Board Members:
Laura Lavin brings extensive experience in communication, management, and administration to her role
as President. Laura is a relative newcomer to the Museum but has already had a significant, positive
impact. She joined the Museum in 2020 and immediately became a key contributor to the Operational
Planning Team that has been assisting the Board in the implementation of the strategic plan approved in
2020. Laura has coordinated the Museum’s advertising in 2021 and that effort is attracting increasing
numbers of new visitors from both the island and the mainland.
Peter Garnham is a long-time member and supporter of the museum, having served on the Board and
in the role of President. He has recently retired as Executive Director of the Sidney Museum and
continues to serves on that museum’s board. Peter is very well connected in the community and has
experience on numerous boards of directors both as director and as president. His background will be
very helpful as the BCAM advances its strategic plan.
Steve Nichol is another longtime BCAM member and brings extensive flying experience in military and
civil aviation to his role on the BCAM Board. Since retiring and reconnecting with the Museum in 2018,
Steve has been participating on the Operational Planning Team and is the Tour Guide Coordinator.
Steve’s work on gathering and analyzing visitor survey data has provided valuable insights that are guiding
the Museum’s operations and advertising.
The continuing and new Board Members are providing the Museum with great breadth of experience and
leadership capability. This is a very exciting time for BCAM. Members, volunteers and the public can look
forward to the continued success of the Museum.

Mid-Atlantic Rescue by Steve Nichol
While returning from an anti-submarine patrol on CP-107 Argus #736 on 09 May 1980 our Flight
Engineer, Bill Getson said on the intercom, “Did anyone hear an ELT (Emergency Locator
Beacon)?” Now this was unlikely. We were cruising at 5000’ (the Argus was unpressurized)
between Lajes, Azores and Summerside, PEI and Bill was the oldest and most deaf member of the
crew. No one else had heard anything. We had been pretty relaxed at the end of our mission with
a lot of the crew resting or eating.
I was working the Routine Navigator station at the time and marked our position on our ANTAC
navigation system. The Captain, Maj. Jean Lefebvre called the crew to action stations and under

his direction I gave him steering commands to fly a corrected reverse course down the track we
had just flown. Everyone was now on the intercom and listening to the guard frequency (243
MHz).
It was not long before the whole crew could
hear a faint ELT signal. Bill had been very
sharp to pick it up. After a short while the
Captain said that he had a strong enough
signal to get a DF (direction finding) point
to the target and we altered course to the

south. The signal was getting stronger now
and the Captain said that he was now able
to use the Homer to approach the target.
Very shortly thereafter either the Captain or
The Argus (Photo by RuthAS, courtesy Wikimedia Commons)

the Observer in the nose called “flare,

standby to mark on top”. I could hear the retro gun in the back of the aircraft fire a smoke flare to
visually mark the position. By now we were already down to 300’ and we passed just to the right
of an
orange single man life raft. From the Routine Navigator station I was just able to see it out of the
small window on the port side. It looked like an orange grain of sand it was so small. I couldn’t
believe it. And there was a survivor! We were well off the shipping lane, it was getting late in the
day and although the sea state was low, the swell was considerable.
The crew was again in full operational mode and while preparations were made to launch our
SKAD (Survival Kit Air Droppable) Kit (which would have meant jettisoning the lower crew
hatch and inserting a slide), the radar operator came on to report a large radar contact 20 miles
away. We circled the life raft with smoke flares and flew off towards the radar contact leaving our
survivor behind. At the radar contact the Captain flew across the bow of a large freighter, rocking
his wings to get their attention. None of our aircraft were equipped with a VHF-FM maritime

radio so we attempted contact on an emergency HF frequency (8.942 MHz). After some difficul-

ty we succeeded and advised the freighter crew of the survivor situation. They quickly changed
course and we guided them to the survivor with a line of flares.
It was starting to get dark. The ship was running 90 degrees to the swell and his prop was coming out of the water. We put another tight circle of flares around the survivor and watched. It
was up to the ship’s crew now. With impressive seamanship the freighter maneuvered to have
the life raft drift down to his port side. A scramble net was thrown over the side and 2 sailors
(with life lines) went down to retrieve the survivor. It was now pitch black and the freighter
turned on all his kingpost lights. The raft must have been hard to see because the survivor fired
one last flare, right beside the ship.
After some tense moments we heard from the freighter crew that the survivor was safely on
board. The Captained requested to speak to the survivor but a Pilipino voice replied, “Sorry Sir.
He is in the shower. He is very cold.”
We were elated by the rescue. As we headed back our base at CFB Summerside it was apparent
that we didn’t have enough fuel so we would divert to St. John’s Newfoundland. I had been
keeping this alternate airfield plotted on our HOWGOZIT (fuel progress chart) so it wasn’t a
problem but it was my first and only time on the Argus that we didn’t have enough fuel to get
back to our regular base.
That night we celebrated in a pub in St. John’s. We reflected about how fortunate this survivor
was. He was in a single man raft in the middle of the Atlantic, we were flying a random track at
low level with limited reception range, the oldest member of the crew was the only one to
initially hear the ELT signal, we were off the shipping lanes and a freighter was within 20 miles
(there were no other ships detected by radar anywhere) and the huge swell caused issues with
the rescue. We heartily congratulated our Flight Engineer with a few rounds of beer.
Six months later a package was delivered to our crew room. It had come from the Department
of External Affairs and contained 6 Xeroxed sheets of the letter from the survivor and filled in
the information gaps about this rescue. The survivor was a French national, Yves Le Cornec,
who did solo around-the-world voyages. He had left Boston enroute home to France when, mid
-Atlantic, his keel had broken away. He had had just enough time to grab his life raft, a bottle of
water and his ELT before the sailboat capsized and sank. He then spent the rest of the day, that
night and the following day in his one-man raft and knew that he would die on the second
night. And then we blundered along…..
I like happy endings.

Postscript
Yves Le Cornec currently lives in in Villefranche-Sur-Mer and I managed to reach him via email
in September 2021, 41 years after the rescue. He wrote back to me the following:
Dear Steve,
I cannot believe it! Reading your story brought me tears this morning.
You cannot imagine how happy I am to be in touch with you. I can
remember every minute of that rescue operations as if it happened
yesterday.
I am a bit in a hurry to go to work this morning but will come back to
you as soon as I can.
Warm regards.
Yves

And later…
Hello Steve,
Sorry for my late reply. As said earlier it was kind of a shock to read
you 40 years after that happened to me.
I can still remember every moment of that rescue.
I believed I was going to die and not make it over that night that was
coming when your plane flew over me as I was too exhausted and cold. I
had had to dive under the boat to get inside and get the distress beacon
that was inside the boat. There was no escape hatch as modern multihulls
sail boats have now. After I had spent the night on the capsized hull
and dove early morning into the boat with a very cold water I was out of
strength anymore. I had to get myself into the life raft to protect me
from the cold wind and waves although the life raft was barely more
comfortable with waves getting inside and a very thin rubber bottom on
which I had to sit... there was no insulation and the cold was terrible.
I did spend the day and the following night like that? The weather had
improved the following day though and the waves were not coming into the
raft anymore.
I had that distress beacon with me as the only possible hope to be
rescued but could not know if it was working or not, if the battery was
still good...
When the third night was about to come at dusk I thought I would not see
the following morning and then heard the noise of a plane flying over my
raft. I "jumped" standing and saw your plane but wasn't quite sure if
you had seen me or not until I saw your plane take a bend and come back.
I believe it was the greatest joy I ever experienced in my life and
probably still is.
The rest of the rescue is how you described it. I managed to find
unimagined resources and strength all over the rescue process. The
Spanish crew of the cargo ship could not believe it and neither could I.

They were very nice people and I became friend with the captain who I
visited in La Coruna some time after. He was a great man. Both of us had
lived an extraordinary experience with that mid Atlantic rescue.
What luck it has been. Destiny had probably decided my time had not come
yet...
This experience probably changed my life forever.
I did try to get in touch with the Canadian rescue authorities some time
after to find out who the people who saved my life were but did not get
any success. Should I understand that you received a letter or a fax from
myself? I can't remember very well what I sent then.
The truth is that yourself and the rest of the plane crew saved my life.
Thanks to the "deaf" man!! unbelievable. This whole story is unbelievable.
Many thanks again Steve.
All the best.
Yves

Yves Le Cornec

I like happy endings.

Wood… You Believe it? By Doug Rollins
In a time of war, access to strategic materials can be decisive in determining the final outcome of the conflict. In World War II, Hitler invaded Norway for its iron ore, and sent his armies deep into the Balkans
to secure vital supplies of petroleum. Likewise, Japan reacted to an American embargo on oil and scrap
metal by attacking the Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor and entering World War II. Meanwhile, the Americans
desperately sought stocks of uranium ore to produce the atomic bombs that ended the conflict. Even
today, petroleum continues to be a major source of international strife, while supplies of titanium and rare
earth metals are highly prized in the military sector.
So it was not unusual that certain materials were of paramount interest in The Great War (1914-1918);
the first industrialized and global war in history. However, quite unexpectedly, during this war the
Province of British Columbia became a major supplier of a scarce, yet extremely strategic product. That
remote corner of Canada turned out to be home for a unique species of tree that produced a wood with
very special properties.
The tree was the Sitka Spruce; a conifer giant that grows in quantity only
within 50 miles of the west coast of North America, in a range stretching
from northern California to southern Alaska. While this area also
encompasses the States of Oregon and Washington, the province of British
Columbia occupies a huge portion of this limited domain. The Sitka Spruce
is a long-lived giant; it can be over 500 years old, might tower 330 feet in
height, and can have a trunk exceeding 15 feet in diameter. For thousands
of years the tree’s useful properties were exploited by aboriginal coastal
people for building huts, boats, waterproof hats, and baskets. In modern
times the wood is valued for its acoustic properties and used in pianos,
violins and guitars.
Prized for its knot-free and light but strong and flexible wood, Sitka Spruce
became integral to aviation almost from the very beginning. The pioneering German, Otto Lilienthal, used
the spruce in his gliders; the Wright Brothers and Glenn Curtiss built all of their early aircraft with the
wood, and even Canada’s first aeroplane, the Sliver Dart, made use of the material. Then, in 1914 a
combination of the rise of aviation and the outbreak of global warfare changed the Sitka Spruce from being
merely a desirable product into a militarily-strategic one. Ideal for the construction of wood and fabric
aircraft of the day, Sitka Spruce also was known to resist splintering when struck with bullets or shrapnel,
unlike most other woods.
Accordingly, World War One created a huge demand for this precious wood, and the Province of British
Columbia instantly became a world leader in its supply. During the war more than 30% of all Allied aircraft
were constructed with this material. So important was Sitka Spruce to the war effort, its harvesting was a
top priority, and the Americans even formed an entire Army Division dedicated to the sole purpose of
harvesting this precious wood.
Then, with the ending of the war in 1918, the demand for Sitka Spruce dropped dramatically, but never
evaporated entirely. During the interwar period a number of manufacturers, notably de Havilland, continued to use the wood in designs such as the DH 88 Comet, the DH 91 Albatross, and the DH 82 Tiger

Moth. However, in the years just prior to World War II the dramatic improvement of engine power and
the creation of lightweight metals meant that the extensive use of wood in military aircraft was rapidly
fading.
And yet, in the midst of World War II (19391945), a ferocious war with modern weapons,
the de
Havilland company reached back to revive a
bygone technology and proposed a high-speed,
wooden bomber. This was the remarkable de
Havilland Mosquito; arguably the most versatile
aircraft of the conflict. While excelling as a
fighter, light bomber and in other specialized
roles, the Mosquito was made of non-strategic plywood, and employed an available workforce of
carpenters and cabinet-makers. At the heart of this outstanding aircraft were the wooden wing spars
made from Sitka Spruce.
Nowadays, Sitka Spruce is largely relegated to the homebuilt aircraft sector, and to the manufacture of musical
instruments. However, lest you think
that it no longer has military value,
Sitka Spruce was used in the warhead
fairing of the submarine-launched
Poseidon and Trident I ballistic
missiles, and now in the currentgeneration Trident II. Such missiles
are a critical element of the American
nuclear deterrent force. And so, after
more than a century of strategic use,
the Province of British Columbia remains among the world leaders in the production of the remarkable
Sitka spruce products that became a critical material for military use.
As a post-script to this timber tale, the final irony is perhaps Howard Hughes’ behemoth transport; the
H-4 Hercules. This was an eight-engine, World War II-era wooden aircraft intended to carry as many as
750 troops across the Atlantic, beyond the reach of the German U-boats that ravaged Allied convoys. It
was nicknamed The Spruce Goose – yet it was made almost entirely of birch!

Who Am I? I am a figure involved in aviation (and other things). Can you guess who I am from the clues below? Submit your
answer to norsemannews@bcam.net to gain recognition (verbal only, alas) in the next newsletter!
1. I was born in Toronto near the end of the 19th century. After studying at the University of Toronto, I left at age 21 and began
basic flight training. I earned pilot's wings with the Royal Flying Corps the following year. I served in France and then was posted back to England as an instructor, where I finished the war.
2. Returning to Canada after the war, I did some commercial flying, briefly joined the RCAF as an instructor, but then resigned and
became a civilian businessman.
3. I kept up my interest in flying, with a part-time position with De Havilland Canada, where I eventually filled senior roles.
4. Among the aircraft I promoted while at DHC were the Chipmunk, Beaver and Otter.
5. My career was recognized by appointment to the Order of Canada and membership in the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame.
The correct answer to the last issue’s Who Am I is Alan Duncan Bell-Irving. Correct answers were supplied by Geoff Hallett and
Mike Valenti. Congratulations, both!
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Please contact Editor at: norsemannews@bcam.net with your ideas and comments for
future newsletters or in writing to
The Editor, Norseman News, BCAM, 1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5 CANADA

British Columbia Aviation Museum
2022 Membership Renewal
Please complete the form below and either bring into the Museum, or send by post.
(Please do not send cash in the post.)
Note that membership fees increase effective 1 April 2022

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________
City:_______________________________________ Prov/State:______________________
Country:_________________
Postal Code:_________________________________ Telephone: _____________________
Email:_____________________________________________________________________

Memberships expire one year from date of purchase.
Individual, family, and corporate membership each include one vote.
Membership includes the quarterly Norseman News, sent via email.
New Member: ( )

Renewal: ( )

Membership type: Single (1 year from date of purchase) $50.00 [$35 before 1 April]

()

Single Life Membership (no expiry): $500.00 [$350 before 1 April]

()

Family (1 year from date of purchase $75.00 [$50 before 1 April]

()

Family Life Membership (no expiry): $750.00 [$500 before 1 April]

()

Corporate Membership (1 year): $1,500 ( )

Membership, British Columbia Aviation Museum
1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C.V8L 5V5
(250) 655 3300

